
EVENT GENERAL RULES & REGULATIONS

1. Absolutely NO alcohol or drugs will be permitted. 
2. No dogs or other animals are allowed on TPC&H grounds or in vendor spaces. 
3. Do not leave children unattended.
4. All vendors are responsible for their own set up and tear down. Vendors are responsible 

for providing their own tables, chairs, awnings, etc.
5. Once your application and fees are received, your reservation will then be confirmed by 

the Twin Pine event coordinator.

Twin Pine Casino & Hotel (TPC&H): In the enforcement and interpretation of the following 
rules and regulations, the decision of TPC&H is final. 
 

Eligible Vendors: TPC&H reserves the right to determine the eligibility of any vendor for 
inclusion in the Street Faire Summer Bash  and reserves the right to reject, evict, or prohibit any 
vendor in whole or in part, or his/her representatives, with or without giving cause. 

Non-liability: The vendor agrees to make no claim for any reason whatsoever against 
TPC&H and other contractors for loss, theft, damage or destruction of goods, nor for any 
injury to him/herself or employees; nor for any damage of any nature or character, 
including any damage to his/her business by reason of failure to provide space,

 

nor for 
any action of any nature of TPC&H. The vendor further agrees to indemnify and defend 
TPC&H against any claim arising out of the display of a product or service at the event in 
question.

Damage Liability: Vendors are liable for any damage caused to any TPC&H property 
 or to standard equipment or other property. 

Unoccupied Space: TPC&H reserves the right, should any rented vendor space remain 
unoccupied by 2:00 p.m. on Saturday, August 6th, 2022, to rent paid space to another 
vendor, or use paid space for TPC&H purpose as it may see fit without liability on its part.

Space Assignment: No vendor will assign, sublet, or share the space assigned. 

Fire, Safety and Health: The vendor agrees to accept full responsibility for compliance with
Tribal, local, city and state Fire, Safety and Health Ordinances regarding the installation and 
operation of equipment. All materials and equipment must be reasonably located within 
assigned space and protected by safety guards and devices where necessary to prevent 
personal accidents to spectators.

Garbage: Garbage cans will be available throughout the event. Please properly dispose of all 
your garbage. If you need assistance, please contact TPC&H Event Staff. Any damages or 
excessive cleaning charges may be charged to the vendor.

Cancellation of Event: Should the Street Faire Summer Bash be cancelled, postponed or 
abandoned for any reason before the opening date, this contract will not be binding and vendors
will receive refunds.

I have read the above Rules and Regulations and agree to abide by the terms specified 
herein.
These rules & regulations become a part of the contract between the Vendor and the 
Twin Pine Casino & Hotel (TPC&H). TPC&H respectfully asks the full cooperation of the 
vendors in their observance. All points not covered are subject to the decision of the 
TPC&H.

APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED OR SPACE RESERVED, UNLESS 
ACCOMPANIED BY THIS SIGNED AGREEMENT

Signature:___________________________________________ Date:_______________

Refunds: No refunds will be issued. 


